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About This Content

The prequel to the BAFTA award winning narrative adventure; Life is Strange: Before the Storm races towards a dramatic
conclusion as Rachel learns the truth about her family and needs Chloe’s support more than ever.

Meanwhile, Chloe begins to uncover a dangerous revelation which will require her to find the courage and strength to make
some of the toughest decisions of her life…

KEY FEATURES:

Choice and consequence driven narrative adventure

Multiple endings depending on the choices you make

‘Backtalk’ - A risk/reward conversation mode that allows Chloe to use her barbed tongue to provoke or get her way

Make your mark on the world with witty tags and drawings

Choose Chloe’s outfit and see how people react to your look

Distinct Licensed indie soundtrack & original score by Daughter
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Title: Life is Strange: Before the Storm Episode 3
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Deck Nine, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Publisher:
Square Enix, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Franchise:
Life is Strange
Release Date: 19 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or above (64-bit Operating System Required)

Processor: Intel Core i3-2100 (3.1GHz) or AMD Phenom X4 945 (3.0GHz)

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon R7 250 or NVIDIA Geforce GTX 650

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 14 GB available space

Additional Notes: Please note that 32-bit operating systems will not be supported.

English,French,Italian,German,Simplified Chinese
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Bad.

- Not optimized for keyboard controls.
- Not possible to rebind keys.
- Poor replayability.. this game is great i have live 3 played it loved it well done big ant and anyone else involved bravo thanks.
Absolutely beautiful game. It can be a little confusing, trying to figure out where to go, but that's also part of the fun. There is a
story but it's implied instead of told. It's fairly short, but there is so much packed into it. 9.5\/10 for me.. This game can be
summarized in 3 words: Human vacuum cleaner. What the hell? Probably the most sadistic game I ever played. I had to take
breaks while playing so I don\u2019t smash my head against the wall and end the agony!!! It\u2019s even worse than
CandySnake and I wanted to kill myself while playing that one.

It\u2019s not worth it. Oh, trust me, it\u2019s not worth it. It's not worth for playing and it's not worth for chasing
achievements. It\u2019s not worth for anything! Well, I stand corrected. If you want to psychologically torture yourself then, I
guess its worth for something. If that's the case, by all means.... All you need to see is the trailer, it's exactly how the game is.
Limited abilities for the "Demon" which is basically just an alien looking thing. Big open spaces where theres a few cabins
scattered about and the only way to defend yourself is behind a door and to strafe shoot it. Once you are grabbed you are dead.
Maybe if the Alien didn't look like a retard when it was running and had cooler abilities it'd be cool but as of now, ain't worth it.
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best gam 10/10. The game files don't run, it crashes prior to loading screen. It's 0.09 and I got ripped off!. This game for me is a
must buy. So much fun.. Need some work but its brand new and has good potential. But definately give it a little while. Beat
Hazard with Spotify Support? TAKE MY DAMN MONEY.. If you like Cards Against Humanity, then this is the game for you.
It really encourages imagination. Cards unlock the more you play the game, continuing to offer new and hilarious combinations.
This is a must have for any Twitch streamer looking to spice up their channel a bit -- The game has seemless Twitch integration.
And for those of you, like myself, that do not stream.. fear not! The game does a great job of getting you into games regardless
of a Twitch account. This is also a nice way to take a break from gaming if you just want to have a few laughs and watch some
people duke it out with their creative intellects. Worth the asking price. Rating it 4.5/5. Took me 2 min to reach 100%....wayyyy
to long
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